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ALE.,~ TE~TEH-LARTEY -
Hello, and welcome to ' .tirts and Africa'. This is Alex Tetteh-lartey 
Today we take a look at two Yoruba drama companies in Ibadan. 
Drama of a modern form has been around Ibadan for at least two 
hundred years, represented first of all by the masquerades who 
presented traditional themes for the community. But within the 
last 30 years the masquerade style has been used to present Christian 
drama (most importantly by Chief Hubert Ogunde, looked upon as the 
father of Ibadandrama). But later, Hubert Ogunde broadened out to 
put on secular plays. Well, Liz Blunt was in Ibadan recently, and 
spoke to the leaders of two of the best known drama groups. 
Ishola Ogunshola of the Ishola Ogunshola theatre group and y 
Olatunzbo Odinsi, of the Obosun drama group. Liz first spoke to 
Ishola Ogunshola, and asked him how many theatre groups were now in 
Ibadan. 

ISHOLA OGUNSHOLA 

1'!e have up to thirty theatre groups all working in Yoruba. 

hl?.. BLUN1_'. 

And are all these actors making their living entirely from the theatre? 

OLATUWZBO ODTNSI 
- ·vre: ::, 

Yes. We make money, and we travel all over Nigeria. 1Jhats more 
anybody who can afford it can travel outside Nigeria . Europe, America, 
My own group has been outside West Africa. But we haven't tt"avelled 
overseas. 

LTZ BLUNT 

People won't be able to understand the words of the play once you 
get outside Yoruba speaking areas - what happens? 
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OLATUNZBO ODINSI 

We have pamphlets which describe the play scene by scene, and these 
are given to our audience, but the type of plays we take outside the 
country are usually historical plays of the Yoruba culture as we 
have ·heavy historj.es in Yoruba-land. 

LIZ BLUNT -.-...1.is--·-=--

Can you give me an example of something you have taken abroad. 

J§P-OIA OGUNSHOJ~ 

The production we are doing at the moment about one of the Great 
Kings of Yoruba-J.and, and I had another play that WcSvery popular 
in the country. Alafiaju was one of the reat Kings of Yorubaland. 

There was a wicked woman, who was very rich, and who had many 
slaves, but she had no children, and she didn't want any of the 
slaves to get pregaant, if they did she killed the slaves. Bec.ause 
of this the people of Ibadan hated her and the Oba of Ibadan said the 
woman shouldnnot leave the city. So there was a war between the two 
of them the rich woman was captured and she later committed suicide. 
So even though someone may not understand the language we are speaking 
the style of acting will make it easy to understand. 

I Iz ·,c,7 rnwT 
....;!., . p .. J~.:. 

I s i.t a true story? 

ODil\T.C:··· ,.;'".J; 

It's a -true story, written over a hundred years ago. 

Where do you perform? 

OGUNSHOLA ~----
At the University of Ibadan, Arts Theatre. 

BLUNT .,....._ 

And outside Ibadan? 

ODINSI ~-
~'!e travel to Lagos, But any village, towns anywhere have their 
Town Halls. Drama is meant for our people and they re_ally love it. 

BLUN'l' . 
So if I was living in a village in Oyo State how often would 
enterta:i.nment come to the village. 

ODINSI 
w . 

Not less than two or three times a month. 
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BLtJNT 

And how much do you charge for the people to come and see a play? 

OG_lJNSHOLP. 

In Ibadan here we charge three Naira. Lagos the same. ..\nd in 
villages aroUL!d two Naira. That's the minimum. 

BLUNT 

How many people do you get. 

OGUNSHOI.J~ 

Its not predictable - so many things can stop the audiencefrom 
coming. 'There might be raing for example, or the electricity 
may fail. But nevertheless you have to get one to two hundred 
people. It 's better .in Ibadan where you can have as many as 
500 to one thousand, and get 3 Naira a head. People will pay 
quite a Iot of money because they know what they want; and they 
know the style of every actor. 

ALEX TETTBH-LP.R'.CEY 

So they seem to have a sophisticated theatre audience. Therefore, 
does Olatunzbo Odinsi want to change his repertoire? 

ODINS~ ... ··-
I want to deviate a bit from historical plays and begin writing 
love stories. Both Ishola and I are trying to specialise in one 
form of writing. He does historiesf but I want to try something 
else. 

BLUI'!T 
• te■cwz:-:'11•:reare 

What is the n~w one going to be about. 

ODINSI .,,.~~ 

The new one is going to be about love. The betrayal of a young 
man by his wife, and the interference of the mother-in-law. The 
boy was just unlucky that his mother j_s a w.i tch. But his wife 
cannot convince him so the lady leaves the house, but leaving the 
house doesn't sort out the problem. What should be done; well that 
is the play. ·· 

BLUNT -
Is that going to be a comedy or a tragedy! 

ODINSI 

A tragedy. 

BLUNT . 
Are there any elements of the old masquerades in the plays now? 

ODINSI ._..._ . ...,._., __ 

Yes, we don't want to rule it out entirely. But instead of making 
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it raw as they do these day we only show them as part of 
entertainment. We give them only part of the play; entertaining 
a King or a Chief; ~nd so on. 

BI}J}".'I 
ft:::e"' •r - • .;,, 

So they happen within the play. 

OGT..JNSHOLA 
---- * 

Yes, but people still take ma.squerades around villages to perform. 
We still have these groups, people like 
they're masqueraders, and people like Ajankila. 
They go about performing in the villages. 

BLUi\i'.r _...,. __ 

Both of you perform on television. Do you perform the same things 
on television as you do in the villa.ges and the halls of 
Ibadan? 

0Gli1-.JSHOLA 

No. There are a lot of differences. Our plays a r e divided into 
ti.10. There is the full-length drama play - these are the type we 
talrn to towns and villages and last three hours. But there are 
too many programmes on television, so we only get a 30 minute 
prograIIll:1e. So we wri te especially for television. Also some 
thin.gs are impossible on a stage but possible on television. 

BLUNT --~ 
What sort of things are impossible? 

Pl?J.NSI 
For instance~ if I want to burn down something in the Hall its 
i mpossible because the HaJ.l might get burnt down, but on television 
you can easi ly do that with camera tricks. 

BLUNT 

What about politi cs, do they get into the plays? 

ODI!\;.SI --
That depends on the artists. It is possible for an artist to say 
something within a script,(which even the Producer himself may not, 
know about),, but deep down saying something. So on politics, 
we touch a bit of it, but only moderately. 

OGTJt,TSHOL/'. 
~~~ 

I 'm not interested in politics at all, or in political plays. 

,9D:f-N,SI 

I I r.1 interested I like to show ,,.,hat is going on and trying to 
correct a f ew of the errors of the country. 
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BJ,DI".'.J.' ~-............ 

Your plays are scripted. \fno writes them? Do you as head of the 
company write them? 

ODirISI 

Yes, ~L write thG scri pts to ny plays and I give them out to other 
people to act. 

BLUi'·TT 

And do ·che actors contribute anythi..r1g to the dialogue? 

ODINSI e-. 

Once the plays are script,:?d; no additions. Some improvising 
g:i..'·oups who work without scripts do so. But the difference is that 
then you have ten types of plays when they are playing in ten 
different places. 

Orq TFSHO-J "~':--'.~'t,,r .... /./.~ 

I use improvisf.?d plays :for television, but there are guidelines 
in acting it. The main fear is that when actors are not really 
experienced they may not say the same thing tomorrow that they do 
today, but with experienced 2ctors there is no problem. '.rhey can 
do :i.t one day and in other places repeat the same thing. 

But what of the future. To fulfill the artistic potential of the 
group requires a lot of resources, especially money. Are there 
any funds available fr0m Federal sources to help them. Liz spoke 
to Ishola Ogunshola. 

I don't think we have got any interested minister. If somebody 
is put in charge of the Ministry of Culture or for Information, or 
for drama, he should be interested in the theatre. We should be 
getting our equ:Lpment in the theatre, but you must have heard of the 
bans on things in the country, so you can't buy stagellamps, many 
~hing~, or bring equipment into the country. There are so many ways 
1n which they are barring us from doing exactly what we want. 
If these bans weren't thtre then there i sn't another country in the 
world that can beat Nigerian drama especially cultural drama. 
ALEX. TE'rTEH-LARTEY 

Thank you both Ishola Ogunshola and Olatunzbo Odisni. They make a 
wonderful team by the sounds of it. And that's all from 
!..rts and Africa for th.i..s week, don't forget to join us again at 
the same time next week, until then this is Alex Tetteh-I..ariJi:y 
saying goodbye. 


